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.4bstract 

This paper adresses the definition and properties of list scheduling in the context of scheduling 

a cyclic set of n non-preemptive and non-reentrant-dependent tasks on m identical processors 

when the reduced precedence graph is assumed to be strongly connected. It is first shown that 

the average cycle lime of an arbitrary list schedule is at most (2 - l;‘m) times the absolute 

minimum average cycle time. K-periodic list schedules arc then shown to be the list schedules 

associated with special priority mappings called K-periodic linear orders. Moreover, given a libt 

that offers the pcrformancc ratio p in the non-cyclic case and whose structure is quasi K-periodic 

in the cyclic case, it is shown that each of its corresponding K-periodic linear orders provides 

~1 list schedule with the same guarantee. Since the well-known Coffman Graham’s list ix shown 

to be quasi K-periodic, its performance may be transferred to UET cyclic problems. ci’~ I999 
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I. Introduction 

It is well known that, due to the computational complexity of most non-cyclic 

scheduling problems, a lot of research has been devoted to approximation algorithms 

and their performance ratios. In fact, two problems are particularly challenging in this 

area: searching u good lower hound on the performance ratio yields to study the con- 

plexity of decision problems such as “Is there a schedule with makespan less than B”? 

(where B is a fixed positive integer) whereas searching jtir u good upper hound leads 

to design heuristics providing good solutions. List algorithms, which select the ready 

tasks to be assigned processors from a static priority list, are certainly the most studied 

algorithms in this field [6,9,10]. 

Cyclic scheduling is not less difficult than non-cyclic scheduling since any non-cyclic 

scheduling problem polynomially reduces to a cyclic problem where successive itera- 

tions must not overlap. However, approximation algorithms with known performance 

ratios are relatively rare for cyclic scheduling problems [7,8]. To our knowledge, the 
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most notable exception is [5] where it has been shown how non-cyclic list schedul- 

ing and the famous Graham’s bound could be combined to derive a periodic schedule 

whose average cycle time is at most (2 - l/m)iLopt + ((m - l)/m)(pmax - 1) (JLopt being 

the minimum average cycle time for the corresponding unlimited-processors case). 

The purpose of this paper is to extend list scheduling to cyclic scheduling problems 

and to bring some results about the performance of list schedules in the cyclic case. In 

Section 2, the cyclic scheduling problem CSP is specified. Section 3 gives some basic 

properties of the schedules of any instance of CSP and list scheduling is extended to 

CSP in Section 4. It is proved in Section 5 that the performance ratio 2 - 1 /m is satisfied 

by an arbitrary list schedule. In Section 6, it is shown that K-periodic list schedules are 

the list schedules issued from special priority mappings called K-periodic linear orders. 

Section 7 concerns the transfer of the performance ratio of a list from the non-cyclic 

case to the cyclic case. It is first shown that if a list offers the performance ratio p 

in the non-cyclic case and has a quasi-K-periodic structure in the cyclic case, each 

of its corresponding K-periodic linear orders provides a list schedule with the same 

guarantee. Finally, the Coffman-Graham’s list [4] is shown to be quasi-K-periodic and 

its well-known performance ratio 2 ~ 2/m may be nicely transferred to the special case 

of CSP with unit execution times. 

2. The cyclic scheduling problem CSP 

A scheduling problem is cyclic if the set of tasks, the set of precedence constraints 

and the set of resource constraints have a periodic structure. In the case of the basic 

problem CSP, this structure is as follows: 

2.1. The tusks 

The tasks set 3 is partitioned into an infinite number of iterations. Each iteration 

is indexed by a natural number n > 1 and the tasks of the iteration n are denoted by 

ry, Tj E T where T = { T1, T2,. , TN} is a finite set of so-called generic tasks. The task 

Ty is called the nth execution of T,. Tasks are not preemptice and all the executions 

T,!, n > 1 of the same positioe integger durutiorz pi. Moreover, any two executions 

of the same generic task must be scheduled in non-overlapping time intervals (i.e. 

non-reentrance assumption). The maximum duration is denoted by pmsx. 
If z={T,f’,..., T,? }, then it will be convenient to denote by rf” the subset 

{T,~~+~,...,T,P”+~~ }; in the same way, if L = (T;p’, . , Tjf” ) is a list of tasks, then .L+” 

is the list (qy’mt’z,. , 2;p”-‘I). 

2.2. The precedence constraints 

The precedence constraints are defined from a finite set .!J = (~1,. . . , up} of so-called 

generic uniform precedence constraints. Each up is a triple (Ti, Tj, h) where Ti and T, 
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are two generic tasks and where h is a natural number called the hriqht of u,,. The 

maximum height of a generic precedence contraint is denoted by h,,,. If ~1,~ = (T,. T,./I) 

is a generic precedence constraint then for each iteration n > 1, the task 7:’ must bc 

completed before the task 7yi-h starts being performed. 

Note that the non-overlapping constraint for the executions of 7, is equivalent to the 

generic precedence constraint (Ti, T,, 1). As shown in Fig. I, the precedence graph C; 

is an infinite directed acyclic graph with a periodic structure. The set of the immedi- 

ate predecessors (resp. successors) in G of the task T,” is denoted by IN( 7;“) (resp. 

OUT( T,” 1). 

The directed graph G= (T, Cl) whose nodes are the generic tasks and whose arcs 

correspond to the generic precedence constraints is called the W(/LKYY/ prelrtk~c ~JIY~~>/I 

(see Fig. 1). The reduced precedence graph of an instance of C’SP is assumed to be 

.stmyl~~ collllrc~trrl. 

m identical processors {PI,. . . , P,,} are available to execute the tasks. As usual. each 

task T,“, 7, E T,n> 1 is performed by one processor and, at any instant, one processor 

may perform at most one task. In order to break ties and simplify some proofs, it will 

be convenient to assume the priority linear order (PI.. , P,,,) on the set of processors. 
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2.4. Schedule, averuge cycle time and optimization 

An instance I = (G, h, p, m) of CSP is thus specified by a strongly connected graph 

E=(T,U), non-negative integral arc heights h(u),u E U, positive integral processing 

times pi, T, E T and the number m of processors. 

A schedule S of I assigns each task T!, Tj E T, k 3 1 a starting time and a processor 

such that all the resource and precedence constraints are satisfied. The starting time 

of the task T,k in the schedule S is denoted by S(i,k). The completion time C,(S) 

of iteration n is max{S(j,n) + p,lT, E T} and the average cycle time w(S) of S 

is defined by limsup,,, (C,,(S)/n). The absolute minimum average cycle time a(Z) 
is the greatest lower bound of the values w(S) over the set of schedules of 1. The 

scheduling problem is to determine a schedule whose average cycle time is as small 

as possible. 

Let K be a positive integer and let r be a positive rational number. A schedule 

S is said to be K-periodic with period Y if there exists a positive integer NO such 

that for every generic task K, the sequence S(i,n) satisfies for every n>No: S(i,n 

+ K) = S(i, n) + Y. Note that in this case, we have w(S) = lim sup,,,C,(S)/n = r/K. 

K is called the periodicity factor whereas No is the length of the transient phase. 
K-periodic schedules are particularly interesting in the field of cyclic scheduling since 

they constitute a dominant subset of schedules [1 11. 

3. Schedule properties 

Before studying list schedules, which form a specific class of schedules, we introduce 

in this section some general definitions and properties that refer to an arbitrary schedule 

S of an instance I of CSP. We let t 3 0 be an arbitrary instant. 

A generic task Ti is said to be active at time t in S if there is one k> 1 such that 

T/ is in progress at time t (i.e., S(i,k) < t < S(i,k) + pi). Note that task T,! is active 

neither when it starts nor when it completes. The residual execution time R;(t) of a 

generic task T, at time t in S is then defined as follows: 

Ri(t) = S(i, k) + pi - t if T, is active at time t, 

Ri( t) = 0 otherwise, 

where Ti” is the active execution of Ti at time t. 

The number of executions of Ti started in the time interval [0, t[ is denoted by D;(t). 

Respectively, the number of executions of Ti completed in the time interval [O,r] is 

denoted by F,(t). Note that, if one execution of Ti is started at time t, this start is not 

taken into account in Di(t), whereas if one execution of 7; is completed at time t, this 

completion is counted in F,(t). The following lemma shows that the so-called balance 
property is satisfied since 6 is strongly connected. 



Lemma 1. Lt>r HI he the maximum height of’any simplt~ puth of’c. For trn)~ .dwdul~ 

~f’l, .fbr ~11~ t\ro genrric tusks T, and Ti cmcl,fbr cm?’ timr t, ID,(t) ~ D,(t)1 < HI. 

Proof. Let r, and Ti be two generic tasks. Since G is strongly connected, there is a 

simple path ,U in G from Ti to T,. Let h(p) be the height of ,U and let q = D,(t ). Since 
T’ - ‘+‘(l’) is a successor of TyL’ 

time 

in G and T,“.’ ’ completes its execution strictly after 

I. we have S(j,q + I +k(p)) > t, which implies D,(t) < y + h(p). [_i 

Let 1~ = (T,, T,, h) be an arc of 8. The instantaneous I&l of LQ is defined as 

ML(t) = h + F;(t) ~ Dj(t). 

Lemma 2. Let Hz he the maximum height c~j’ u simple circuit of’ c. For UMJ (lrc 

uk = (T,. T,, h ) of’ 5 und ,for uny time t. u’e hutor 0 < MA(~) < HZ. 

Proof. Let q = F,(t). Since yt’-h T, is an immediate successor of ry” in G and r:’ ’ 

completes strictly after time t, we have S(j,h+y+ 1 ) > t. which implies D,(t) ,< h +y. 

Now let p be a simple circuit of G. By summing the instantaneous labels of the arcs of 

/-j and rearranging the terms, we get x,,It(, .uk(t)= C,,,i:,,h(ur)+C7,,,,(Fi(t)~D,(t))- 
As F,(t) < D,(t), we get: ~uLE,jM~(t) d HL. 0 

The components of the instuntunrous stute E(t) = [M(t):R(t)] of S at time t are the 

labels Mk(t), LQ E U and the residual execution times Rj( t), T, t T. The resithud graph 

G.+(t) is the (infinite) subgraph of G induced by the tasks r: scheduled at time / or 

after. 

Let II < t. The residual graphs G+(u) and G+(t) cortespo~~cl in LL trundution with 

shifi h if for every T, E T, D,(t) - D;(u)=h. Fig. 2 illustrates the above definitions. 

4. List schedules 

Let I = (G, h, p, m) be an instance of CSP. By analogy with the well-known notion 

of a list algorithm in the non-cyclic case. we need to define, in order to solve the 

resource conflicts, the analog of the usual priority list. To that end, we assume that 

a one-to-one priority mupping il, mapping the positive integers into the task set. is 

known as a data of the scheduling problem. The task T,” has a higher priority than 

the task T,’ if K’(T,‘) < .4-‘(I”;). As a quite specific example, it is easy to define 

a priority mapping from a priority list I, = (Ti, , . , T,, ) of the generic tasks by taking 

K’(T:)=p+(q-1)N ifj=i,. In Section 5, a more general type of priority mappings. 

called K-periodic linear orders, will be shown to generate the K-periodic list schedules. 

Given a priority mapping A, the analog of the usual non-cyclic list algorithm is the 

infinite loop below where the (initially empty) current partial schedule LS is updated 

at each new decision time 6, (& = - I is assumed). 
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T4 

the subgra+ G+(6) .cd G+(lS) corrspoad in a tnarltio. Mth shift 2 

0 3 5 6 7 8 

R1(6)=R2(6)=%4(6)=0. R3(6)=2 

Fig. 2. Definitions associated with a schedule. 

for n := 1 to +oo do 

Let On be the smallest time greater than H,_r such that 

READY(LS, 0,) > 0 and FREE(LS, 8,) > 0; 

p := READY(LS, 0,); qb := FREE(LS, 0,); 

a := min{Card(p), Card(&)}; 

Schedule in LS the a first (w.r.t. A) tasks of p 

at time en on the first a processors of 4; 

endfor. 

READY(LS,t) is the subset of the tasks whose predecessors are already completed 

by time t in the current schedule LS, FREE(LS,t) is the subset of the processors that 

are free on and after time t in the current schedule LS. If LS(I, A) is the processor and 

time assignment constructed by the infinite loop from the input data (I,,), we have: 

Lemma 3. LS(Z, A) is a schedule qf I. 

Proof. Since the precedence graph G has no circuit and any arc of G has a non-negative 

height, the decision-time On, as defined in the first line of the loop body, exists for any 

n 3 0. So, the loop computes an infinite sequence of strictly increasing decision times. 

Moreover, it is clear that the precedence and resource constraints are met by the 

tasks which are scheduled in LS(I, A). What remains only to show is that for each 



Fig. 3. A llat whedule 

generic task. an infinite number of executions are performed. This is true for at least 

one generic task r, since the sequence 0, is infinite. Assume now that only k executions 

of r, are scheduled in LS(Z,n). Since G is strongly-connected, there is a simple path 

,I( from ?-, to r, in c. Since ,,‘+I is a predecessor of r:- ’ “““). we get a contradiction. 

Fig. 3 shows a list schedule for the instance of Fig. I and the priority mapping 

associated with the priority list L = (rl, TI, rj, &) of the generic tasks. 

The following lemma will be useful when studying K-periodic list schedules. 

Proof. Let us first show that if E(u) = I:‘( I: 1, (U < r ), then G-(14 ) and G +(r) correspond 

in a translation. From the label definition, we get for any arc 141, = (T,, T,,h) of c: 

F;(P) - D,(r:)=F;(u) - D#), which also writes fi-((r) ~- F,(rf)=Dj(l’) - D,(u). NOM 

the equality R,(r) = R,(u) implies F,(r) ~~ F,(U) = D,( r) - D,(u). So we have /I,( I.) 

~~ D,(u) = D,(r) ~ D,(u). Since z is connected, we finally get that G+(M) and G’ (I.) 

correspond in a translation. 

Now let O,,, n > 0 be the (strictly increasing) sequence of the decision times of 5’. II 

is easy to see that for any generic task 7J, the residual execution time R,( (1,)) belongs 

to (0. I,. . . p, ~ I }. Moreover, we know from Lemma 2 that for any arc 1~. the 

label ML(I),,) belongs to (0, 1,. , Hl}, The number of states at decision times is thus 

bounded above by a constant that only depends on I. So, there is at least one state t: 

such that E(fl,,i ) = E for an &zfinifc increasing subsequence III,. k 3 1. 

Assume that k > II,,,,, 1 - k > cj, LI = O,,, , I‘= O,,, and let d = D,(r) - D,(u). Note 

that A>6 and that for any Z’, E T, we have d=D,(r) - D,(u)-F,(r) F,(u). For 
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any generic task T,, we have D,(U) 3 k > h,,,. If task T,! E READY(S,u), then we 

have q > h,,, and IN(Tl+“) = (ZN(T,y))+‘. MO reover Tp E READY(S,u) if and only 

if q > D,(u) and for any task Tip g IN(T,y), pimp, which is equivalent (since 

E(u)=E(u)) to q + A > Do + d =Dj(t)) and for any task Tjp+d E (IN(T;))+“, 

F,(V) > p + d and this in turn is equivalent to Tyfd E READY(S, u). We thus have 

READY(S, v) = (READY(S, u))+~. 0 

5. The performance of list schedules 

In this section, we show that the average cycle time of any list schedule of an 

instance I of CSP is at most (2 - l/m)r(r). As a first step, we give a characterization 

of the absolute minimum average cycle time a(l) in terms of the limit of a sequence. 

The second step uses a comparison between two partial schedules and the Graham’s 

bound. 

We need first to introduce some additional definitions. If S is a schedule of I, the 

restriction of S to its k first iterations is denoted by Sk. Clearly, Sk is a schedule of 

the subgraph Gk induced by the first k executions of each generic task. The makespan 

of Sk is denoted by M(&). From Sk we define a time assignment Sjjj of all the tasks 

as follows: 

Sk?(i,n)=&(i,n) if II <k, 

Skm(i,,)=Skoo(i,n - k) + A4(& ) otherwise, 

that simply consists in “repeating” the pattern of Sk every M(Sk) time units. The 

following lemma shows that Sk O3 is a k-periodic schedule of I. 

Lemma 5. IJ‘S is u schedule qf I and if k 3 1, then S, O” is LI k-periodic schedule oj’I. 

Proof. The resource constraint is obviously satisfied by S,- since Sk is a feasible 

schedule of Gk. Moreover, from the definition of S,-, we have Skm(i,x) = S,oO(i, z 

+ 1) + yM(Sk) where x - 1 = ky + z, (0 < z < k). Now let (c, T,,h) be a generic 

precedence constraint, let IZ > 1 and assume that n - 1 + h = yk + z, (0 < z < k) and 

n - 1 =sk + p, (0 <p <k). We clearly have s < y and ISkoc(j,z + 1) ~ (S,3o(i,p 

+ l)+pi)l <M(Sk). 

IfS<y,thenS~(j,~+h)-Skoc(i,n)-pj=S~~(j,Z+l)-(S~~(i,p+l)+pj)+(Y 

- S)M(&) > 0. 

If s=y, then h=(z - p) and Sp(j,. + h) - Sy(i,n)=Sr(j,z + 1) - (S,oO(i,p 

+ 1) + pi) 3 0 since that constraint is satisfied by Sk. 

So SkE is a k-periodic schedule. Cl 

Let us now denote by 0, an optimal schedule of the task graph G,, i.e., a schedule 

of G, whose makespan is minimum. We can now give a characterization of x(Z). 



Proof. Let i = lim SUP,,_~ M(O,,)/n and let i: > 0. There is a schedule S whose a\cr- 

age cycle time co(S) satisfies r(f) d to(S) < x(f) - 2:. As to(S) = lim s~p,+~ C,,(S) II 

and M(O,,) < C,,(S). we have I, < x(l) + f:. So we get /. < ~(1). 

Assume that i, < z(l) and let i: > 0 be such that i + >: < z(l). From the definition 

of j,, we know there is one k 3 I such that (l/k)M(Ok ) < i. + t:. Consider now the 

schedule OiX; the average cycle time of this schedule is ( 1 /k)M(Ok ). which is strictly 

less than x(l), a contradiction. n 

Let us now take an arbitrary priority mapping ,I and let S = fS(I,,4). The perfor- 

tnance bound essentially relies on a comparison between two schedules of the (finite) 

task graph G,,: the first is S,,, the restriction of S to G,,, and the second is I,,, the list 

schedule we get using the restriction of ,4 to the tasks of G,,. 

Proof. Let S be a list schedule of I. From the definitions of S and Z,,, we know that 

if for each decision time u < t of S, each task in RE4DY(S,u) belongs to G,,, then 

the two schedules are the same within the time window [O,t]. For convenience. let 

N =N, + I. 

Assume that n>H and let t=C,I_~(S)=S(i,n-H)+p,. We thus have D,(t)=n-H. 

If task T,? belongs to READY(S,u), task T, “r ’ is completed by time u and D,( t ) > q -- I 

Since from Lemma 1, we have iDi - D;(t)1 < HI, we have y < n and the task ri 

is in G,,. Now let II = C,(S) = S( ,j,?z) $- p, and assume that t < S( i, p) < II. We have 

p > II ~ H since t = C,,_H(S) and p < II - HI since otherwise D,(u) > II + HI and 

D,(u) = n would contradict the balance property. So. at most 2H1 + I executions ot 

each generic task are scheduled in the window [t.~] and, since a list schedule has no 

dormant time, u ~ f < (2HI + l)CT,E7 p,. 

Consider now the schedule C,,. Since it coincides with S in the time window [O,t]. 

at most H executions of each generic task are executed after time t. Since C,, is a list 

schedule, we have t < M(C,,) < t+H Cr,tr pi. So we have l~M(S,,)- M(2‘,,)# < (2H, 

+ I ) Cr.,FT p, and the average cycle time of S satisfies: 

cl,(S) = lim sup M(S,,)/n = lim sup M(X,,)ln. 
,I- X ,1-K 

We finally get from Theorem 1: 
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b 

,,(.)=p@)=O. p(Tl)=Z,p(TZ)=p(T3)=I 

Fig. 4. An optimal list schedule with no periodic pattern. 

6. K-periodic list schedules 

In many applications, such as microcode optimization, it is often desirable to search 

for a periodic or even a K-periodic schedule because such schedules are far more 

easy to implement. However, an arbitrary priority mapping n does not guarantee 

the corresponding list schedule to have such a periodic structure. In the example of 

Fig. 4, where there is no overlapping between successive iterations, the priority map- 

ping may be such that pattern 1 is choosen for the first iteration, pattern 2 for the next 

two iterations, pattern 1 for the next three iterations,. . This leads to a list schedule 

(in fact an optimal schedule) that is not K-periodic. 

In this section, we show that K-periodic list schedules are generated by a special 

class of priority mappings called K-periodic linear orders. If 5 = {Tip’, . . , Tjr } is a 

finite subset of the tasks, the ordered list (w.r.t. a priority mapping /1) of the tasks of 

z is denoted by LA(~). Moreover, the subset of the n first executions of the generic 

task T, is denoted by 9j!’ (with by convention .Y: = B). 

A K-periodic linear order Q of the tasks is a priority mapping such that there exist 

N natural numbers Wj, j E { 1,. , N} and a positive integer Na satisfying 

Q({l,..., NO - l})= lj CY”‘, (1) 
j=l 

t’n~No: !S(n)=T,P =+ lJ(n+K)=T~+'? (2) 

Note that c;“=, co, = No - 1 and that condition (1) is irrelevant if No = 1. 

Let N;(Q) be the number of executions of the generic task 7; appearing in (Q(l), 

Q(2), , Q(No - 1)). The first constraint means that for each K E T, the subset of 

the executions of 7;: that appear in (Q( 1 ), Q(2), . . . , Q(No - 1)) is { TL’, , TL’h’n’}. The 

second constraint is the periodicity requirement. 



it#l it#2 iW ik#4 it#5 it#6 it#7 

The infinite lit of a 2-periodic linear order 

The transient sublist 

Lo=(T(3,1),T(4,2),T(4,1),T(2,1),T(1.1),T(l,2),T(2,3),T(2~2)). 

The periodic pattern: 

R(l)=(T(4,3),T(s,z),T(3,3),T(2,4),T(2,5)T(4,4),T(l,3).T(l,4) 

The p&&city factor: 2. 

FiS. 5. A 2.periodic linear order 

The infinite list (Q( I), 52(2), . , Q(n), . ) has thus a twnsirtzt prefix sublist L,, = 

(.Q( I), . , Q(No - 1)) and a periodic infinite tail R = R( I ) R(p) where R( 17 ) =:~ 

(Q(No + (p ~ 1 )K), , Q(No + pK - 1)). 
Note that since Q is one to one, K successive executions of each generic task must 

appear in any R(p). Moreover, if r,l’ is in Lo, then r,’ is in Lo for any 1 < y c 11. 

Fig. 5 shows a 2-periodic linear order Q. 

The periodic structure of Q implies the following simple lemma: 

Lemma 6. If’5 c R und h=OmodK then Ln(z+“) = (Lu(r))+“. 

We are now ready to prove that K-periodic linear orders generate all K-periodic list 

schedules. 

Theorem 3. Ler I be un instance of CSP. Ij’ Q is LI K-periodic lineur orrk~r, ih 

LS(I. Q) is u K’-periodic scheduk where K’ is a multiple of' K. Conzwsc~i~~, (f’s i.v (I 

K-periodic list schrdule, there is u K-periodic lineur order SL, such thut S = LS(I. Q) 

Proof. Let Lo. R be the infinite list of S2 and let S == LS(/, Q). From Lemma 4. there is 

an infinite sequence w, of increasing decision times such that for any ~13 I, E( M’,, ) ::- E. 

From Lemma I, there is also a natural number N such that for any II 3 N: 

I READY(.S. w,,) c R, 
2. for any T;’ E READY(S, wn), q> h,;,,. 

Since G+(bv,?) and G+(w,,+l) correspond in a translation whose shift is denoted by II,,. 

we have 

VnaN, READY(S,w,,)=(READY(S,w,~))-(‘I\ *“’ ” “+‘,’ ” 
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Let us now consider the sequence r, = (hN + h N+I +...+h,_t)modK for n>N. Since 

r, E {O,..., K - l}, there exist p>N and q >N with p < q such that yP = Ye. We thus 

have 

READY(S, wq) = (READY(S, w,~))+~~~+“~+~~-~), 

where H = (hp + . . . + h,_ 1) = 0 mod K. But now Lemma 6 implies 

Ln(READY(S, w,)) = (LQ(READY(S, w~)))+(~,+“‘+~,-~). 

This last relation means that the task TL is scheduled at time wP in S if and only if 
the task Tl+(hp+...+hq-l) 

k 1s scheduled at time wq in S. 

Assume now that O,! (respectively, (!I,!) is the decision time in S that follows im- 

mediately wP (respectively, wq) in S. We have Q,, ~ wP = 0,~ - wy and the relations: 

1. E(Qp~)=E(Qq~), 

2. READY(S, Q,,) = (READY(S, H,I))+~, 

3. Ln(READY(S, &I)) = (LS2(READY(S, &,~)))+H 

are again satisfied. Using the same arguments for the next decision times, we get that 

the three preceding relations apply for all pairs {(Ipc+k, Qy,+k} where k is a natural 

number. This ensures that the pattern of S within the time window [w,, wq] is repeated 

every (wy - wP) time units. So, S is H-periodic with period (wy - w,,) and periodicity 

factor H = rK. 

Conversely, let S be a K-periodic list schedule. Since S is K-periodic, the lexico- 

graphic order defined by: (Q(n)= Tip) < (Q(m)= q!) if and only if 

]S(i, P) < W,q)l or [(S(i, PI = W,q)) and (i < iI1 

is a K-periodic linear order. From the definition of 9, we have S =LS(Z,Q). 0 

The 2-periodic schedule shown in Fig. 3 is the list schedule associated with the 

l-periodic linear order Q whose transient list is empty and whose periodic pattern is 

RI =(T;,T;,T;,T;). 

7. Transfer of non-cyclic performance ratios 

In this section, we first show that the performance ratio of a list algorithm solving a 

non-cyclic scheduling problem is still satisfied in the cyclic case if the lists associated 

with the task graphs G,, make a quasi K-periodic sequence. We then show that the 

well-known 2-2/m performance of the Coffmann-Graham’s list for the UET non-cyclic 

problem extends to the cyclic case. 

7.1. Quusi-K-periodicity 

Before defining the quasi-K-periodicity, we extend the notation Lth to Leh where 
L*h =LL+l . . .L+h if h31 and L**=L. 
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Fig. 6. A slicing list A#P#B. 

Let L,, be the list associated with the finite task graph G,,. L,, is a ,s/icing list if 

L,, = APB where 

I. 7’:~A++q~{l,..., k}, ~‘;EA, 

2. TJ;~B=s+qt{k ,..., n}, T,%B, 

3. Each generic task has the same number of instances in P. 

Fig. 6 shows a slicing list for which P contains two executions of each generic task. 

A convenient way to indicate that L,, is a slicing list is to write L = A#P#B. 

The sequence L,,, n 3 1 is quusi K-periodic if there are a positive natural number K 

and K ordered pairs (x,, Q,-), r E (0,. . . K - l} of natural numbers such that for each 

r t {O,....K - I}: 

I. LtisI +,’ = A,.#P,Y #B,., 

2. Mq 30, LKcB tqj+,. = A,#P,?~‘+q’#BtY~, 

3. P,. contains K instances of each generic task. 

This rather tedious definition simply says that we get the list LK(Q,+~~)+~ from the list 

LtiQ, t,’ by taking the same prefix sublist, descending q steps further than in Lko, _/ 

through the periodic pattern, and finally taking the correctly translated suffix sublist. 

Fig. 7 illustrates the structure of a quasi 2-periodic sequence of lists. 

Let n be a special case of P/prec/C,,,,,,. We define the corresponding cyclic schedul- 

ing problem II’ as the set of instances (2. p,m) of CSP such that for any n 3 1. the 

(non-cyclic) scheduling problem (G,,, p, m) is an instance of l7. We further assume that 

there is a list algorithm for I7 whose performance ratio is 0. So, for each instance of 

l7, there is a list L yielding a list schedule S such that C,,,(S) d &&, where C’,:,;,, 

is the minimum makespan of a schedule. 

Theorem 4. Let I hr an instance of‘ I-I”, let L, he the list ussoc’iuted )I.ith the in- 

.ytunccJ (G,,. p,m) qf’ n und USSUIIW thut L, guuruntees the prr_fbrmuncr rutio /I. If’ 

the sequence L,, is cluck-K-periodic, ,ftir any t- t (0.. , K ~ 1). the list .sckhrlc 

S” = LS(I, 0” ) N&W 8’ is the K-periodic lineur order A,.P,? , satisfies W( S’) < px( I ). 

Proof. Let Y E (0,. ,K - l}, b, be the length of B,. and /j,. = h,. + HI +2 (recall that 

HI is the maximum height of any simple path in G). For any natural number q. we 
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LJS)=A#P#B whae 

A=(T(3,1),T(4,2).T(4,1),T(2,I), 
T(l,l),T(l,2),T(2,3),T(22)) 

W w2 iw3 it#4 itxs w w7 

~7)=A#P(*l)#B(+2), U5+3q1=A#P(*&W(+W 

Fig. 7. A quasi 2-periodic sequence of lists 

define n4 = K(Q,. + q) + Y and we denote by C, the list schedule of G,,,, we get using 

the priority list Lnq to schedule the task graph Gn‘,. 

By definition, the two schedules S’ and C, are identical in the time window [O,t] if 

at any decision time u < t of S’, READY(S’,u) is a subset of the tasks in A,P,*cx’+9). 

Let us show that for any q such that nq > /I,., S’ and C, are identical within the 

time window [0, t] where t = C,,_B, (S’). Assume that t = Sr(j, nq - B,.) + pj and let 

T,” E READY(S’,u) where u < t is a decision time of S’. The task Tk-’ is thus 1 
completed by time U, SO we have Di(t) 3 k - 1. Since D/(t) = n4 ~ /ii,., we get from 

Lemma 1 that ID/(t) -Di(t)l d HI, what implies k ,< nq -b, - 1. Since Lnq is a slicing 

list TF is a task in A P*(x’+y) r r 
the’ time window [0, t]. 

and the two schedules S’ and C, are identical within 

Now let E = C&(S) and let T,’ be a task such that t < S’(i, p) < u. We have 

p > nq - /I,. from the definition of t and p d rzzq + HI from Lemma 1. So at most 

HI + p,. executions of each generic task are started in the time interval [t, V[ and since 

S’ is a list schedule we have u - t < (HI + pr)Cr,Er Pi. 

Consider now Z‘,. Since S’ and C, coincide in [0, t] and ,?I‘, is a list schedule, 

at most /?,. executions of each generic task are scheduled after time t. So we have 

MC,) - t d PI I!!&r P1. From the two inequalities we get 

IbW,) - Gy(ST)I G (HI + Pr) c pi 

r,tr 

from which we derive that lim supyioo M(C,)/n, = lim SUPS.,, C,v(Sr)/n, since /?,. 

does not depend on q. 



If O,,,, is an optimal schedule of G,,. we know from the performance ratio of L,,,, 

that M(Z‘,) G pM(O,,, 1. 

So we have lim SLIP~_~ M(C,)/n, < p lim supV_, M( O,,,)!‘~I~!. Now from Theorem I 

and the definition of the absolute minimum average cycle time x(l), we know that 

lim s~p~,_~, M(O,,J/n, < cc(Z). Moreover, since from Theorem 3, S” is a K/-periodic 

schedule (where K’ is a multiple of K) we have lim supy_, C,,,!(Y) ‘vJ,, 

lim II-X C,,(Y);n = to(Y). We may thus conclude that IO(Y) < [)x(1 ). !i 

A nice consequence of the preceding result concerns the UET special case of C’S? 

(b’ET~-CSP in abbreviated form). It is well known that in the non-cyclic case. the 

Coffman-Graham’s list (C-G list in abbreviated form) provides a list schedule with 

performance ratio 2 ~ 2/m and thus an optimal schedule when nz =2. By showing 

in this section that the sequence of the C-G lists of an instance of UET-CSP is 

quasi-K-periodic, we will conclude that each of the K K-periodic linear orders associ- 

ated with the sequence L, generates a K-periodic list schedule with the same perfor- 

mance ratio. 

Let us consider an instance I = (5, m ) of UET-CSP and let L,, be the C Xi list of 

the task graph G,,. The restriction of the C--G list L,, to a subset X of the tasks in G,, 

is denoted by L,,(X). As usual, the level I,(i,k) of the task T,’ in G,, is the length 

(w.r.t. the number of arcs) of the longest path in G,, starting at node r,“. Note that 

I,,( i,k) may also be defined as the maximum length (w.r.t. the number of arcs) ot‘ a 

path in e with height n - li starting at node 7;. From this last definition. we clearly 

have: 

As the C-G list of a task graph may not be unique (two tasks at the same level 

may have the same set of immediate successors), we will assume that the linear order 

(TI . . , TV ) on the generic tasks is used to break ties. 

We now study the structure of the (finite) sequence /,,(;.A) for a given generic task 

r,. a given sufficiently large n and for k varyin, 0 in { I.. ,rz}. Since G is strongly 

connected, the fundamental results on the basic cyclic scheduling problem [l-3] yield 

the following lemma where K is the least common multiple of the heights of the 

critical circuits of g and where L:‘K is the critical period of c: 

Lemmas 7 and 8 yield the two following properties: 
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Fig. 8. Levels and blocks. 

Property 1. There is a natural number C, which only depends on I, such that for 

any n 2 1, any Tao generic tasks 7; and T, and any two natural numbers p, q E 

{l,...,n}, Ip-q1 dh,,, implies I/,(&p) - I,(j,q)j < C. 

Proof. Let n-p+ l=aK+b and n-q+ l=cK+d where b,d E {O,...,K- 1). 

From Lemmas 7 and 8, we have I,(i, p)= In-r+f(i, l)= Ih(i, 1) + aL and 

I,(j,q)= ln-q+l(i, l)= ld(i, 1) + CL. Now the assumption lp - q1 < h,,, implies 

la - cl < h,,, + 1. Moreover, since the sequence I,l(i, 1) is positive and strictly in- 

creasing, we have ) Zb(i, 1) - 

inequalities: 

l~,(~,P) - Lz(j,q)l d 

The second property is a 

Id( j, 1)) 6 maxr, E r IK(i, 1). We finally get from the above 

I+I~; lK(i, 1) + (1 + h,,,)L. 0 

straightforward consequence of Lemma 8. 

Property 2. For any natural number b and for any k such that n - k 3 no, we have 

l,(i, k - bK) = I,(& k) + bL. 

In what follows, we define b as the least natural number such that bK >C and we 

let K’ = bK and L’ = bL. 

Fig. 8 shows the structure of the sequence lT(i, k) for the instance of Fig. 1 (where 

unit processing times are assumed). The thick arrows show the restriction of the 

C-G list to the tasks at the same level (this level being written close to each 

sublist). In this case, we have h,,, = 2, no=O, K==2, L=3, I,(l,n - 2p)= 

1,(2,n - 2p)=3p, I,(l,n - 2p - 1)=1,(2,n - 2p - 1)=2 + 3p, 1,(3,n - 2p)= 

l,(4,n -2p - l)= 1 + 3p, l,(3,n - 2p - 1)=1,(4,n - 2p)=3p. Note that for this 

example, it is enough to take C = 3. 

Theorem 5. The sequence L,, n 3 1 is quasi-K-periodic. 



Proof. Let us first introduce some notations. The subset of the tasks at level I in G,, is 

denoted by Z(1) and lo is the lowest level such that Z( l~)uZ( /o + I )u. .UZ( /cl i L’ ~~ I ) 

contains K’ successive executions of each generic task. The tasks in Z( lo) UZ( l(, + I )!J 

..-UZ(lo+L’- I) make the blockB1, and the blocks B(k)=Z(Ix)U..,UZ(lk+L’~- I), 

where 1~ = lo -t L’(k - I ), are defined in the same way as long as such blocks exist. 

Since n is sufficiently large, there are clearly two blocks B[, and B, such that: V’li c: 

(0 . . . . . L’ - I}. (L,,(Z(I, + k))) iK’(~-p) := L,( Z(I, + k)). Now, from the definition ot 

the C-G list and the tie-breaking rule, the preceding relation implies that 

(L,l(B,,))+K’(ri~~‘) =L,,(B,,). (3) 

We assume BFI is the first block with this property and we let d = q ~ p. 

We now show that for any k such that the block B,+L exists, the relation 

(L,(BqtX))+“““’ = Ln(Bl,+k) is also true. 

Assume that B,=Z(1)UZ(I-l)U...UZ(I--L’+l) and that bloc B,,_I exists. Let 7’,’ 

be a task in Z( I+ I ). The task T,r+dK’ IS then in Z( l&dL’+ I ). If task T;‘ is an immediate 

successor of task T,“, then we have /,(j,s) < 1 and since s - r < h,,,, we get from 

Property 1 that l,7(,j,s) > 1-t 1 ~ C. So the task T;” is in B, and the task T:t”K’ is in 

B,,. But now the equalities (UCIT(TL))+“K’ = OUT(T,rtd”) and (L,z(B,))‘““’ = L,,(B,,) 

imply that for any task r in Z(l+l) we have (L,(OUT(T,“)))f”K’ =L,l(OUT( T:““’ )). 

So. from the definition of the C-G list and the tie-breaking rule, we have (L,(Z( 1 

+I))) ldK’ = L,,(Z( I-dL’+ 1)). Using the same arguments for each of the L’ successive 

levels of the block B,,,, we get that (L,(Bv+ 1 ))+‘lK’ = L,z(B,, , 1 ) and more generally 

that 

(MB,,+x 1) ’ <lK = Ln(Bp+k) (4) 

as far as the block By+k exists. In the example of Fig. 8, although C = 8 should 

have made us choose h= 4 following Property 2, it is easily seen that taking h= 1 

is enough since, as shown for the two first blocks, any task in a block has all its 

immediate successors in the same block or in the next block. 

Let us now consider the q - p consecutive blocks B,,, . , B,_ 1 and let Cl = B,, U 

B ,I, I c’. U 4-1 be the first superblock. We define in the same way the superblocks 

C?, . . , C, as long as such superblocks exist. From the equalities (3) and (4), we get 

(L,!( c, ))+dK’ = L,l(C,+ 1) for i E { 1,. . ,s - I}. But this last relation shows that L,, is 

a slicing list which writes L,, = A#P*“#B where P = L,(C,, ). In the example of Fig. 8, 

superblocks correspond to blocks since q - p = 1 and we have Cl = B1, C: = Bl and 

C3 = B3. 

Let us finally consider the C-G list Llliud~, where LZ is a natural number and let 

T,’ be an arbitrary task of Gn+ud~~. If s3adK’, then we have from Lemma 7 that 

I,rior,~c(i,~~) = I,,(i,s - adK’). Assume now that I < s < adK’. We get from Lemma 

8 that /n+&l<‘(i, .y) = /n_+&l(‘(i,S + K’) $ L’ for any s E { 1, , adK’}. So the three 

following properties 

1 G, / u/K has exactly ad more blocks than G,, 
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Fig. 9. An optimal list schedule 

2. Gn+adK' has exactly a more superblocks than G,, 

3. if L,, = A#P*“#B, then L&&K’ = A#p*(s+a)#B+udK’ 

are satisfied and the sequence L,, n 3 1 is quasi K-periodic. 0 

Fig. 9 shows the optima1 schedule associated with the 2-periodic linear order APeX 

where A = (Tj ) and P = (Ti, T,‘, TJ, Tf, Tt, TF, Ti, T:), corresponding to the sublists 

L 2p+3 = A#P*‘p-“#B+2p(B = (Ti, T;, Tf )) of the UET-CSP instance of Fig. I. 

8. Concluding remarks 

This paper has investigated some first step results about the definition and the per- 

formance of list schedules in cycling scheduling problems. Indeed there are many 

directions for future works on that subject. Among them, the three following questions 

are directly raised by the paper: Are there special cases of CSP for which better perfor- 

mance ratios than in the non-cyclic case may be obtained? What are good K-periodic 

linear orders for CSP, or for special cases of CSP? May an optima1 K-periodic linear 

order be computed in polynomial time for the UET-CSP problem? 
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